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Izvleček 
 
Zadnje čase se, kot novejše računske metode, v znanstveni in inženirski skupnosti 
pojavljajo brezmrežne metode (radialne bazne funkcije). Numerično reševanje 
parcialnih diferencialnih enačb običajno poteka s pomočjo metode končnih diferenc, 
metode končnih elementov in metode robnih elementov. Te metode imajo še vedno 
nekaj pomanjkljivosti, in sicer  npr. konstrukcija mreže v dveh ali treh prostorskih 
dimenzijah ni enostaven problem. Reševanje parcialnih diferencialnih enačb z uporabo 
radialne bazne kolokacije je primerna alternativa tradicionalnim numeričnim metodam, 
ker ne zahteva obsežnega generiranja mreže. Rezultati se bodo primerjali z rezultati 
dobljenimi s pomočjo metode končnih diferenc in analitičnih rešitev.  
Predstavili bomo nekaj primerov: najprej uporabo radialnih baznih funkcij v 
geostatistični analizi modeliranja migracije radionuklidov. Migracija radionuklidov se 
bo simulirala s pomočjo advekcijske-disperzijske enačbe, in sicer v Eulerjevi in 
Lagrangeovi obliki. V nadaljevanju bodo prestavljeni tudi Stefanovi problemi oz. 
problem primikajočih se meja (površin). Položaje primikajoče meje bomo simulirali s 
pomočjo metode primikajočih se centrov in nivojne metode.   
 
Ključne besede: Brezmrežne metode, radialne bazne funkcije, metoda končnih 
diferenc, metoda končnih elementov, metoda robnih elementov, geostatistika, Euler, 
Lagrange, nivojna metoda. 
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 Abstract 
 
Recently, the mesh free methods (radial basis functions-RBFs) have emerged as a novel 
computing method in the scientific and engineering computing community. The 
numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) has been usually obtained by 
finite difference methods (FDM), finite element methods (FEM) and boundary elements 
methods (BEM). These conventional numerical methods still have some drawbacks. For 
an example, the construction of the mesh in two or more dimensions is a nontrivial 
problem. Solving PDEs using radial basis function (RBF) collocations is an attractive 
alternative to these traditional methods because no tedious mesh generation is required. 
We compare the mesh free method, which uses radial basis functions, with the 
traditional finite difference scheme and analytical solutions. 
We will present a few examples: using RBFs in geostatistical analysis of modeling of 
the radionuclide migration. The advection-dispersion equation will be used in Eulerian 
and Lagrangian form.   Then it will be presented the Stefan's or moving boundary value 
problems.  The position of the moving boundary will be simulated by the moving data 
centers method and level set method. 
 
Keywords 
Mesh free methods, radial basis functions, and finite difference methods, finite element 
methods, and boundary elements methods, Geostatistics, Eulerian, and Lagrangian and, 
level set method. 
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1 Introduction 
 
In recent years, the mesh free methods have emerged as a novel computing method in 
the scientific and engineering computing community. Traditionally, the most popular 
methods have been the finite element methods (FEM), the finite difference methods 
(FDM), and the boundary element method (BEM). In spite of their great success in 
solving scientific and engineering problems over the past four decades, these 
conventional numerical methods still have some drawbacks that impair their 
computational efficiency and even limit their applicability to more practical problems, 
particularly in three-dimensional space.  
 
The term mesh free method refers to the ability of the method to solve the given 
differential equations from a set of unstructured nodes; i.e., without any pre-defined 
connection or relationship among the nodes. Instead of generating mesh, mesh free 
methods use scattered nodes, which can be randomly distributed or patterned through 
the computational domain. 
 
During the past decade, increasing attention has been given to the development of mesh 
free using RBFs for the numerical solution of PDEs. There are two major developments 
in this direction. The first is the method of fundamental solutions (MFS) coupled with 
the dual reciprocity method (DRM), which evolved from the dual reciprocity boundary 
element method (DRBEM). More details about MFS can be found in review papers [1] 
and [2]. RBFs played a key role in the theoretical establishment and applications in the 
development of the DRM. With the combined features of the MFS and DRM, a mesh 
free numerical scheme for solving PDEs has been achieved. 
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 The second mesh free method using RBFs is the Kansa method [3-4], where the RBFs 
are directly implemented for the approximation of the solution of PDEs introducing the 
concept of solving PDEs, using radial basic functions for hyperbolic, parabolic and 
elliptic PDEs. A key feature of the RBF method is that it does not need a grid.  In 
contrast to the MFS-DRM boundary method, the Kansa method is considered to be a 
domain type method, which has many features similar to the finite element method. 
 
In our case, we use the Kansa method, which uses radial basis functions. We compare 
the results with traditional finite difference scheme and analytical solutions. 
We will present two examples: some results on previous work of using RBFs in 
geostatistical analysis of transport modeling of the radionuclide migration and moving 
boundary value problems.   
 
2 Radial Basis Functions Method 
The base of this approach is its employment of high-order interpolating functions to 
approximate solutions of differential equations. All RBFs possess the property that their 
values are determined only by distance and have nothing to do with directions. Kansa 
[4] introduced multiquadric functions to solve hyperbolic, parabolic and elliptic 
differential equations with collocation methods. This method is an asymmetric 
collocation set-up in which boundary conditions are treated separately from the interior 
problem. One of the most powerful RBF methods is based on multiquadric basis 
functions (MQ), first used by R. L. Hardy [5]. It is important to mention that the MQ 
was until now efficiently used in transport modeling [6]. 
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A radial basis function is a function ||),(||)( jxxx −=ϕϕ  which depends only on the 
distance between dRx∈  and a fixed point . Here, dRx ∈j ϕ  is continuous and bounded 
on any bounded sub-domain . Let r denote the Euclidean distance between any 
pair of points in the domain Ω. The commonly used radial basis functions are: 
linear
dR⊆Ω
))(( rr =ϕ , cubic , thin-plate spline , Gaussian 
and multiquadric (MQ) . Commonly used values for β 
are -1/2 and 1/2. The parameter c > 0  is a shape parameter controlling the fitting of a 
smoothing surface to the data.  We usually use MQ or inverse MQ RBFs. 
))(( 3rr =ϕ )log)(( 2 rrr =ϕ
))((
2rer αϕ −= ))()(( )22 βϕ crr +=
 
To introduce RBF collocation methods, we consider a PDE in the form of 
,in),()(L dRxx ⊂Ω= fu                                                                                         (1) 
 
,on),()(B Ω∂= xx gu                                                                                               (2) 
 
where u is concentration, d denotes the dimension, ∂Ω is the boundary of the domain Ω,  
L is the differential operator on the interior, and B is the operator that specifies the 
boundary conditions of the Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed type.  
 
Using Kansa's asymmetric multiquadric collocation method, the unknown PDE solution 
u is approximated by RBFs in the form: 
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where ϕ  can be any of above mentioned radial basis function, , is a 
polynomial of degree m or less. Let  be the N collocation points in . We 
assume the collocation points are arranged in such a way that the first N
d
mMl pp ∏∈,,…
N
jj 1)( =x Ω∂Ω ∪
I points are in Ω, 
whereas the last NB points are on ∂Ω. To evaluate N+M unknown coefficients, N+M B
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linearly independent equations are needed. Ensuring that U(x) satisfies (1) and (2) at the 
collocation points results in a good approximation of the solution u. The first N 
equations are given by 
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The last M equations could be obtained by imposing some extra condition on v(⋅): 
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=
xα                                                                                       (6) 
 
The choice of basis function is another flexible feature of RBF methods. RBFs can be 
globally supported, infinitely differentiable, and contain a free parameter, c. This leads 
to a full coefficient matrix or a dense interpolation matrix. The shape parameter c 
affects both the accuracy of the approximation and the conditioning of the interpolation 
matrix. The optimal shape parameter c is still an open question. In our case we used an 
iterative mode by monitoring the spatial distribution of the residual errors in Ω and ∂Ω 
as a function of c. The iterations are terminated when errors are smaller then a specified 
bound. This map is then used to guide the search of the optimal shape parameter c that 
gives the best approximation the solution. 
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 3 Modeling of the Radionuclide Migration 
 
Assessment of the release and the transport of long-lived radioactive nuclides from a 
repository to the biological environment is an important part of the safety analysis of 
repository concepts. In this assessment mathematical models describing the mechanisms 
involved in the nuclide transport from the repository to the biosphere are essential tools. 
For example, the groundwater models are mathematical representations of the flow of 
water and the transport of solutes in the subsurface. Models are used to compute the 
hydraulic head, velocity, concentration, etc., from hydrologic and mass inputs, hydro 
geologic and mass-transfer parameters, and conditions at the boundary of the domain. 
 
3.1  Geostatistics 
Many processes are inherently uncertain, and this uncertainty is handled through the use 
of stochastic realizations. The goal of stochastic simulation is to reproduce geological 
texture in a set of equiprobable simulated realizations. In mathematical terms, the most 
convenient method for simulation is sequential Gaussian simulation, because all 
successive conditional distributions from which simulated values are drawn are 
Gaussian with parameters determined by the solution of a simple kriging system. 
 
3.1.1 Simulation of hydraulic conductivity 
The hydraulic conductivity was generated at different points based on different input 
data. The hydraulic conductivity at 8 different points is given (values are: 66.00, 71.00, 
73.00, 75.00, 76.52, 77.02, 79.74, 83.41 [m/y].  
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The distribution of hydraulic conductivity for one specific simulation is shown in Figure 
1 (the numbers on the axes in the figure are distances in metres). 
The coordinates of these values are also presented in Figure 1 and marked with +. The 
following variogram parameters are chosen: positive variance contribution or sill is 
equal to 0.8 and nugget effect is 0.2. Simple kriging is chosen as the type of kriging. A 
spherical model is chosen as a type of variogram structure.  
 
 
Figure 1: Distribution of hydraulic conductivity 
 
 
3.2 Simulation of Darcy velocity  
For the calculation of velocity in principal directions, we use the Darcy’s law. The 
velocities were determined from the pressure of the fluid p by solving the Laplace 
differential equation. Homogeneous and anisotropic porous media and incompressible 
fluid are assumed. The equation has the following form: 
,02
2
2
2
=∂
∂+∂
∂
y
pK
x
pK yx                                                                                                     (7) 
 
where Kx and Ky are the components of hydraulic conductivity tensor. The 
corresponding Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, defined along the 
boundary, are presented in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2: Boundary conditions 
 
 
For the calculation of velocity in principal directions we use Darcy’s law: 
, yxx y
KK pv v
a x a yωρ ωρ
∂= − = −∂ ∂ ,
p∂                                                                      (8) 
where ρ is the density of the fluid and a is gravitational acceleration. The Laplace 
equation was solved by using direct collocation [7].  Figure 3 presents the velocity 
vector. In our case we considered anisotropic porous media, thus we obtained the 
velocity vectors with different size which depends on porosity and permeability.   
 
 
Figure 3: Calculated Darcy’s velocity 
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 3.3 Simulation of the Contaminant Concentrations with Advection-Dispersion 
Equation (AD)  
 
3.3.1 The Eulerian form of the AD  
 
The velocities obtained from Laplace equation are used in the advection-dispersion 
equation. The AD equation for transport through the saturated porous media zone at a 
macroscopic level with retardation and decay is 
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where x is the Eulerian groundwater flow axis and y is the Eulerian transverse axis in 
the 2D problem, u is the concentration of contaminant in the groundwater [Bqm3], Dx 
and Dy are the components of dispersion tensor [m2/y] in saturated zone, ω is porosity of 
the saturated zone [-], R is the retardation factor in the saturated zone [-] and λ=ln2/t0 is 
the radioactive decay constant [1/y]. t0 is a half-life. In these cases “y’’ means years.  
For the parabolic problem, we consider the implicit scheme [8] and radial basis 
functions formulation is presented in [9]. 
The simulation was implemented for a rectangular area which was 600 m long and 300 
m wide. The source (initial condition) was Thorium (Th-230) with activity 1 MBq. The 
location of the radioactive source is presented in Figure 3 with symbol ♦.  
Longitudinal dispersivity ax is 200 m and transversal dispersivity ay is 20 m. For the 
porosity ω we used values between 0.25 and 0.26. The retardation constant R is 800. 
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Distribution of average of contaminant concentrations for radial basis function method 
is shown in Figure 4 (the axes in figure present distances in metres).   
 
 
Figure 4: Distribution of average of contaminant concentrations (Radial basis function) 
 
The traditional finite difference scheme was used for solving the Laplace and advection-
dispersion equation. For the approximation of the second derivatives we used the central 
difference with respect to x and y. Distribution of average of contaminant 
concentrations for finite difference method is shown in Figure 5 (the axes in figure 
present distances in metres).  
 
 
 
Figure 5: Distribution of average of contaminant concentrations  
(FDM) 
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3.3.2 The Lagrangian form of the AD 
In this case the time-derivative term and the advection term of equation (9) are 
expressed as a material derivative: 
.u
t
u
dt
du ∇⋅+∂
∂≡ v                                                                                                         (10) 
 
After including the material derivative into the advection-dispersion equation (9), we 
have: 
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dt
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The solution of non-homogeneous ordinary differential equations (ODEs) can be found 
as a superposition of homogeneous and particular solutions. The particular solution of 
ODEs was found by the method of constant modification. In our case it was assumed 
that λ is constant in each time step [9]. 
The calculation of the radioactive concentrations in partly heterogeneous porous media 
was also carried out. The results of radioactive concentrations for one particular 
simulation in partly heterogeneous porous media for the Eulerian and Lagrangian 
method are presented in Figures 6 and 7. The partly heterogeneous porous media means 
in our case the area which was split into three regions. In the central region we 
prescribed the conductivity of porous media with the value of 320 [m/y], and elsewhere 
the prescribed conductivity was 50 [m/y].  
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 Figure 6: Concentrations and conductivity in partly heterogeneous porous media size 50 
and 320 [m/y] (Eulerian method) 
 
 
Figure 7: Concentrations and conductivity in partly heterogeneous porous media size 50 
and 320 [m/y] (Lagrangian method) 
 
 
4 Moving Boundary Value Problems 
4.1.0 Problem definition and moving data centers method 
Many physical processes involve heat conduction and materials undergoing a change of 
phase. Examples include the safety studies of nuclear reactors (the molten corium 
concrete interaction), casting of metals, geophysics and industrial applications involving 
metals, oil, and plastics. The molten core discharged to the containment cavity will 
interact with the concrete basement if it is not, or cannot be, cooled below the solid us 
temperature of the concrete. The molten core concrete interaction results in 
decomposition and melting of very large quantities of carbon dioxide and steam.    
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 Several numerical methods have been developed to solve various Stefan's problems. 
Crank [10] provides a good introduction to the Stefan's problems and presents an 
elaborate collection of numerical methods for these problems. According to Crank the 
numerical methods for moving boundary problems can be classified in three categories: 
front-tracking methods, front-capturing methods and hybrid methods. We follow front-
tracking methods (moving data centers method) which use an explicit representation of 
the interface, given by a set of points lying on the interface location, which must be 
updated at each time step. 
Heat treatment of metals is often used to optimize mechanical properties. During heat 
treatment, the metallurgical state of the alloy changes. This change can involve the 
phase present at a given location or the morphology of the various phases. One of these 
processes, which is both of large industrial and scientific interest and amenable to 
modeling, is the dissolution of the second-phase particles in a matrix with a uniform 
initial composition. The position of the moving boundary will be simulated by moving 
data centers method. 
 
4.1.1. The physical model 
 
We consider the solid state phase transformation problem in binary metallic alloys 
which is described in [11]. In that problem a volume of constant composition is 
surrounded by a diffusive phase. In the interface between the particle and the diffusive 
phase a constant concentration is assumed, and the gradient of the concentration causes 
the movement of the interface. 
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4.1.2. The mathematical model 
 
We studied the domain Ω containing a diffusive phase Ωdp and the part where the 
material characteristic Ωpart remain of constant composition cpart. The particle dissolves 
due to Fickian diffusion in the diffusive phase. The concentration at the interface Γ, 
separating Ωpart and Ωdp, is assumed to be given by the constant value csol. The 
concentration gradient on the side of Ωdp at Γ causes its displacement. The governing 
equations and boundary conditions of this problem are: 
0,t(t),),,(),( >Ω∈Δ=∂
∂
dpxtuDtt
u xx                                                                        (12) 
 
0,t(t),,),( ≥Ω∈= partpart xutu x                                                                                  (13) 
 
0,t(t),,),( ≥Γ∈= xutu solx                                                                                         (14) 
 
0,t(t),),,(),()( >Γ∈∂
∂=− xtuDtvuu nsolpart xnx                                                          (15) 
 
0,t(t),\)(,0),( >ΓΩ∂∈=∂
∂ txtu dpxn                                                                          (16) 
 
 
where x is coordinate vector of a point in Ω, D means the diffusivity constant, n is the 
unit normal vector on the interface pointing outward with respect to Ωpart (t) and vn is the 
normal component of the velocity of the interface. The initial concentration u(x, 0) 
inside the diffusive phase is given. 
 
4.1.3. The Numerical Solution Method  
Our interest is to give an accurate discretization of the moving boundary conditions. 
Here we present an interpolative moving data centers method, in which the data centers, 
is computed for each time step and the solution is interpolated from the old data centers 
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to the new. The equations are solved with collocation method using RBFs. An outline of 
the algorithm is: 
I. Compute the concentrations profiles solving equations (12-14) and (16).  
II. Predict the position of boundary at the new time-step: 1s ( )tts Δ+1 using equation 
(15). 
III. Once the boundary is moved, the concentration u can be computed in the new 
region using equation (12). The solution is interpolated from the old point 
location to the new. 
 
4.2.0 The level set method 
The level set method has gained much popularity for solving moving boundary 
problems. It was firstly introduced by Osher and Sethian [13].  The level set function 
captures the interface position as its zero level set, and it is advected by introduction of 
a hyperbolic equation into the governing set of equations. 
 
4.2.1   The level set formulation 
In the level set formulation of moving interface, the interfaces, denoted by Γ, are 
represented  implicitly through a level set function φ(x, t), where x is a position of 
interface, t is a point of time. Usually, the φ is defined as a signed distance function to 
the interface. The moving interface is then captured at all time by locating the set of Γ(t) 
for which φ vanishes. The level set function is advected with time by a transport 
equation which is known as level set equation: 
)(,0)(      0, 0 xx φφφφ ==∇+∂
∂
nvt
                                                                               (17) 
 
where φ0(x) embeds the initial position of the interface and vn is the normal component 
of the velocity of the interface: 
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.φ
φ
∇
∇⋅= vvn                                                                                                              (18) 
 
where φφ ∇∇  is the unit normal to the surface N. 
 
 
 Taking into account a continuous extension of the interface velocity v, then the 
evolution of the level set function can be done by the hyperbolic equation for the level 
set equation: 
)(,0)(    ,0 0 xx φφφφ ==∇⋅+∂
∂ v
t
                                                                                (19) 
In our case a continuous extension of velocity v is taken as the (steady) solution of the 
following evolution equation [14]: 
,0=⋅∂
∂±∂
∂ N
x
vv
τ                                                                                                           (20) 
 
where τ denotes a fictitious time step not related to the main time step and the sign is 
determined from the normal direction of the level set function. 
 
The RBFs are incorporated into level set methods to construct a more efficient 
approach. At the initial time, all the time dependent variables should be specified over 
entire domain. The initial value problem (17) can be considered equivalent to an 
interpolation problem, and hence the starting point of the use of RBFs to solve partial 
differential equations is the interpolation problem. Further, the spatial portion is 
approximated by the RBFs and the temporal variations are approximated by the time 
dependent expansion coefficients. 
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4.2.2 RBF implicit modeling of the level set function 
 
4.2.2.1.1 Interpolation of the level set function 
 
In the present implicit modeling, the MQ RBFs is used to interpolate the scalar implicit 
level set functions φ(x) with N points by using N MQs centered at these points.  The 
resulting RBF interpolant of the implicit function can be written as 
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Because of the introduction of this polynomial, the RBF interpolant of φ(x) in Eq. (21) 
must be subject to the side constraints (6). 
If the interpolation data values ℜ∈Nff ,,1 "  at point locations are 
given, the RBF interpolant of φ(x) in Eq. (21) can be obtained by solving the system of 
N+2 linear equations for N+2 unknown generalized expansion coefficients: 
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which can be re-written in matrix form as 
,fHα =                                                                                                                          (23) 
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The generalized expansion coefficients α can be obtained by 
 ,                                                                                                                      (29) 1fHα −=
The resulting RBF interpolant of the implicit function in Eq. (21) can be re-written 
compactly as  
,)()( αxψx T=φ                                                                                                              (30) 
where 
[ ] ( 3) 11( ) ( ) ( ) 1 ,T NN x yϕ ϕ × ×=ψ x x x" ∈ℜ                                                      (31) 
 
4.2.2.1.2 Equation of motion  
 
Since the Hamilton-Jacobi PDE (17) is time dependent, it is further assumed that all 
knots are fixed in space and the space and time are separable, and therefore the RBF 
interpolant of the implicit function in Eq. (30) becomes time dependent as 
),()(),( tt T αxψx =φ                                                                                                       (32) 
Substituting Eq. (32) in (17) yields  
,0)( =∇+ αψαψ TnT vdt
d                                                                                               (33) 
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The initial value problem can be considered equivalent to the interpolation problem 
since the expansion coefficients at the initial time are found as a solution of the 
interpolation problem [15]. Therefore the preliminary starting point of the use of RBFs 
to solve PDEs is the interpolation problem that is equivalent to solving the initial value 
problem. The original equation (17) is thus converted into a time-dependent 
interpolation problem for the initial values of expansion coefficients and the 
propagation of the front is governed by the time dependent equation (33).  
 
For time advance the initial values of α in Eq. (33) we used a collocation formulation of 
the method of lines.  The governing equation of motion of the front (33) is extended to 
the whole domain  Ω and the normal velocities vn at the front are thus replaced by the 
extension velocities in Ω. All nodes of domain are taken as fixed nodes of RBF 
interpolation.  We also take into consideration constraints which must be introduced to 
guarantee that the generalized coefficients α can be solved. 
 
Using the present collocation method for N points and above mentioned constraints, a 
set of resulting ODEs can be compactly written as:   
  ,0)( =+ αBαH
dt
d                                                                                                       (36) 
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The set of ODEs can be solved by several ODE solvers such as the first-order forward 
Euler’s method and higher-order Runge-Kutta, Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg, Adams-
Bashforth, or Adams-Moulten methods [16]. 
We used 
a) first-order forward Euler’s method, an approximate solution to Eq. (36) is the 
following: 
                                                                          (38) ),(()()( 11 nnn tdttt αBHαα −+ −=
where dt is the time step, and 
b) exact explicit time integration. A first order homogeneous ODE  of the form 
   ,0=+Eαα
dt
d                                                                                                    (39) 
 where 
                                                                                  (40)     
),( 2,21,1
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 has solution: 
   ).()()( dttdtdtt −−=+ αEexpmα                                                                    (41) 
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The expression expm (-Edt) is a MATLAB exponential matrix function represents the 
series expansion or a rational fraction: 
                                      (42) .)!3/()!2/()( 3322 "∓EEEIEexpm dtdtdtdt −+−=−
E is the coefficient matrix resulting from the application of the Eq.  (35). 
 
4.2.3 Numerical example 
For the simulation we used data from [11]: the concentration inside the part where the 
material characteristics remain constant , the concentration on the interface 
, the initial concentration of the diffusive phase , the diffusivity constant 
, the domain length  and the initial position of the interface . Let N be 
total number of points, r of those lie inside constant composition and  lie inside 
the inside the diffusive phase. Due to the movement of the interface, the point locations 
are adapted at each time step. The MQ exponent β had the values 0.5 and 1.5. In Figure 
8 the movement of the interface positions calculated with different MQ exponent, β is 
presented. In the numerical experiments we compared our numerical solutions with the 
analytical solutions that exist for the problem presented in chapter 4. (See [12]). The 
results are presented in figure 8. 
53.0=partu
0=solu 1.00 =u
1=D 1=l 2.00 =s
rN −
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 Figure 8: Interface position vs. time  
 
The next example is the rotation of the solid body. Consider the rotation of a circular 
bubble of radius r =0.25 centered at (0.5, 0.15) in a vortex flow with velocity field  
(v1, v2) = (-y, x). A half cycle of rotation is presented in figure 9.  
 
 
Figure 9: Zero contour of the level set function at different points and time during the 
rotation of a circle   
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5 Discussion and Conclusion 
 
In the case of the radionuclide migration (see [6], [9] and [12]), two evaluation steps 
were performed. In the first step the velocities in principal directions were determined 
from the pressure of the fluid obtained from the Laplace differential equation. In the 
second step the advection-dispersion equation was solved to find the concentration of 
the contaminant. In this case the method of evaluation was verified by comparing results 
with those obtained from the finite difference method. 
 
The traditional finite difference scheme was also used for solving the Laplace and 
advection-dispersion equation. For the approximation of the first derivative second-
order central difference or one-sided difference were used. But for the approximation of 
the second derivatives we used the second-order central second difference. The time 
dependent part we implemented with the implicit scheme. The discretization grid has 
actually 12x12 points.  
 
Results show that differences exist between both numerical schemes (Figures 4 and 5). 
Different sets of input data yield differences between schemes. In the simulation, a very 
large scatter caused by different given values of hydraulic conductivity was observed. 
Another reason for differences could be the result of which kriging method was used to 
apply in the sequential Gaussian methods. 
 
Comparison of concentrations calculated with Eulerian and Lagrangian method in partly 
heterogeneous porous (Figures 6 and 7) media shows that the Lagrangian methods give 
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us wider concentration cloud in the area of high conductivity. It seems that it shows the 
influence of non-smooth change between low and high conductivity. 
 
In general, the Eulerian approach is more convenient and is more frequently used. But if 
it is important to study sharp changes (in our case between areas of low and high 
conductivity) of the solutions where important chemistry and physics take place, it is 
better to use the Lagrangian RBF scheme. 
 
Comparison of positions of the moving boundary calculated with moving data centers 
method and MQ (β=0.5) and MQ (β=1.5) (Figure 8) shows that MQ (β=1.5) determines 
the position of the interfaces much more accurately than MQ (β=0.5). The simulations 
have also shown that the value of the shape parameter c which was computed by 
residual error procedure was in the range between 0.01 and 0.09. This confirms the fact 
that for a fixed number of centers N, smaller shape parameters produce more accurate 
approximations.  
 
Comparison of positions of the moving boundary calculated with moving data centers 
method (MQ (β=1.5)) and the level set method (Figure 8) also shows that moving data 
centers method gives in this case better results. To achieve better accuracy, the resultant 
system of RBF-PDE problem usually becomes badly conditioned. Several different 
strategies [17] have been somewhat successful in reducing the ill-conditioning problem 
when using RBF methods in PDE problems. The strategies include: variable shape 
parameters, domain decomposition, preconditioning of the interpolation matrix, and 
optimizing the center locations. 
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From chapter 4.2.0 we can see that RBFs (MQ) can be easily included in the level set 
formulation. Figure 9 shows that we can get with using MQ in 2 dimensional example 
logical results.  
We conclude that the Kansa method is a valid alternative to the FDM because of its 
simpler implementation and we can easily use in the level set formulations. The only 
geometric properties that are used in RBF approximation are the pair-wise distances 
between points. Figure 4 and 5 shows that the RBF solution has far less diffusion than 
the finite difference method with the included upwinding. 
 
In the future work we will use the Gershgorin circle theorem that could be useful tool 
for choosing appropriate RBFs. For each value of shape parameter, eigenvalues and 
their distribution can be studied, therefore obtaining knowledge concerning properties 
of an approximation matrix and their role being played in finding better approximation 
of computed data to solution of equation. The solutions can be improved by using an 
affine space decomposition that decouples the influence between the interior and 
boundary collocations.        
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